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ABSTRACT
Adyanpara SHEP-Formation of kutcha road over newly constructed retaining wall to the

isolated plot of Sri,Hyderali Nalakath-Sanction accorded-Orders iss ued,

Corporate Office (SBU-G/E)

BO (FTD)No.904lzlzz(DGElG3lAdyanpara-Road)267 Thiruvananfrapuram,Dated:76.7L.2O22

Read: 1. Letter No.CEG/AE(C)/Civil-GnlnSR|2O22-2317O1,3 dated 7L.7O.2022 of the

Chief Engineer (Generation).

2. Note No. DG9G3/Adyanpara-Road 12022-231150 dated 28.LO.2022 of the

Director (Ge ne ratio n - Electrical) (Ag enda item N o.1 1/ LLl 22).

ORDER

The (3.5MW) Adyanpara SHEP was constructed in the land area aquired ftom several
private parties (5.7448 Ha) in the locality,which includes the land of Sri.Hyderali Nalakath

also. While constructing the penstock route, the remaining land of Sri.Hyderali Nalakath
was divided into two parts in which one part has no access to public road. Up on request,

KSEBL had constructed a narrow iron bridge crossing the penstock which connects the

weir road to the said land portion. The owner then complained about the inconvenience of

transportation/conveyance due to insufficient width of the bridge. Many options were also

tried to find a solution which were not implemented due the huge expenditure. Later, Sri-

Hyderali complained in the adalath held in the year 2020 and obtained order to purchase

some private land adjacent to the boundary of his land area and construct a road through

this land at [(SEAL's cost. Unfortunately, the idea had dropped midway. Various

discussions were also made in this case to fnd a suitable solution, at higher level

including that of the Minister.

Due to the flood and land slide occurred in that area during 2077 to 2079 a retaining wall

was constructed near to the power house building and it is proposed to construct a
Kutcha road around 75m length to the isolated plot over the newly constructed retaining

wall for connecting the isolated property of Sri Hyderali Nalakath. For this a small mount

about 4'5m height above the said retaining wall has to be demolished which will be helpful

to protect the power house ftom further land slides in this area.

Considering the need of arriving at a solution to a long pending issue, the Chief Engineer

(Generation) as per letter read as lstabove has forwarded an estimate amounting to
Rs.10,00'000/- ( Rupees Ten Lakhs) and requested sanction lor the same for

constructing a Kucha road to the isolated plot of Sri Hyderali Nalakath over the newly

constructed retaining wall at Adyanpara SHEP.



The matter was placed before the Full Time Directors as per note read as 2nd above.

Having considered the matter in detail, the Full Time Directors meeting held on

O4.LL.2022 resolved to accord sanction to an estimate amounting to Rs.10,00,000/-

(Rupees Ten Lakh) for constructing a Kucha road to the isolated plot of Sri Hyderali Nalakath

over t}|e newly constructed retaining wall at Adyanpara SHEP.

Orders are issued accordingly,

By Order of the

FullTime Directors
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Company SecretarY

To:

Copy to: The Financial Advrseri Chief lnternal Auditor/ Company Secretary

The Deputy Chief Engineer, Generation Circle, Thrisuur.

The TA to CMD/D(GE &HRM)/ D(T,SO,P&S)/

The Senior CA to Secretary (Administration)

Stock File.

T h e Ch ief' En g ineer (Generation), Moof amattom.


